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Make Signatures Seamless 
Collecting signatures can be a time-consuming, logistical headache whether you distribute your documents physically 
or digitally. Even with electronic signature solutions, there are extra clicks in transferring documents from a DMS to 
an e-signature solution and back again, which can expose documents – and your firm – to risk. 

With NetDocuments’ integration with DocuSign eSignature, you can harness the power of the world’s #1 
e-signature platform built directly into the DMS. You can streamline workflows, save valuable time, and avoid the 
cumbersome challenges of a typical signing process — without compromising on security.

Industry-Leading Innovation 
It’s no wonder electronic signatures are becoming the new expected standard in modern business: the convenience, 
security, authenticity and simplicity is unmatched. 

But the benefits for your organization extend even further. By partnering with with DocuSign, the undisputed 
world leader in electronic signatures, to integrate this capability into NetDocuments, the signature process is even 
easier — and more secure. With NetDocuments’ integration with DocuSign eSignature, requesting and obtaining 
e-signatures is more efficient and less complex for internal and external users alike. Say “hello” to greater productivity 
and accelerated agreement completion for transactions, NDAs, employment-related documents, and more.

Discover what effortless signatures can do for your organization. Schedule a demo today. 
Learn more today.

Easily send, receive, and track electronic signatures without ever leaving NetDocuments

Electronic Signature Integration

Streamline Your Process Maintain Security & Governance

Users can easily send, receive, and track e-signatures on 
documents inside NetDocuments — no printing, scanning, 

or exporting necessary. And, because it’s so intuitive, no 
extra training is necessary for internal or external users.

Never having to download a local copy of a document 
means you no longer need to worry about governance 
or retention issues. Plus, you won’t end up with multiple 

copies spread across disparate locations. Your confidential 
documents stay secure and under your control.

Request and Track Signatures Automate the Final Product

With NetDocuments’ integration with eSignature, you 
can efficiently mark areas of a document for signature 

and send signature requests via DocuSign’s secure 
platform. You have full visibility into the process with 

easy status tracking and activity notifications — all within 
the DMS. Plus, DocuSign’s Certificate of Completion 

provides a permanent audit trail of each sender, signer, 
or recipient of the document.

Once all signatures are obtained, a new document 
is automatically uploaded to NetDocuments with all 
signatures included. You can then choose whether 
the executed document should replace the official 

unsigned version, or select a new location to 
save the final copy.
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